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AUGUST 27, 1968

THIS STATE DEPARTMENT (TOM HUGHES) ASSESSMENT IS
LESS GLOOMY THAN EMBASSY PRAGUE'S

QUOTE SUBJECT: THE SOVIET-CZECHOSLOVAKIA COMMUNIQUE --
PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL

1. ON THE FACE OF IT, THE CZECHOSLOVAK LEADERS
PRESERVED CONSIDERABLY MORE OF THEIR INDEPENDENCE AND
THEIR SKINS IN THE FOUR-DAY MOSCOW NEGOTIATIONS THAN
THEY OR ANY ONE ELSE COULD HAVE EXPECTED AFTER THE
SOVIET INVASION. MOST OF THE DETAILS OF THE UNDERSTANDINGS
REACHED REMAIN UNKNOWN TO US AND MANY HAVE YET TO BE
WORKED OUT; BUT THE CZECHS HAVE COME AWAY WITH SOME NEW
LEASE ON LIFE FOR THEIR POST-NOVOTNY DOMESTIC REFORMS.
UNDOUBTEDLY, HOWEVER, THEY WILL NOW HAVE TO FORGO
MUCH OF THE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION THAT THEY HAD COME TO
SAVOR, AT LEAST ON ISSUES OF GREAT SENSITIVITY TO THE
SOVIETS AND THEIR HARD-LINE ALLIES, AND THERE MAY WELL
BE VARIOUS OTHER LIMITATIONS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE REFORMS. MOREOVER, IT IS CLEAR FROM THE COMMUNIQUE
LANGUAGE AND THE SUBSEQUENT SPEECHES OF THE CZECH LEADERS
THAT SOVIET FORCES WILL REMAIN ON CZECHOSLOVAK SOIL
FOR SOME TIME TO COME, THUS PROVIDING THE SOVIETS WITH SOME
ASSURANCE THAT PRAGUE’S POLICIES UNDER THE NEW ACCORDS WILL
BE IMPLEMENTED MORE NEARLY ALONG SOVIET-PREFERRED LINES THAN
WAS TRUE AFTER CIerna-BRATISLAVA.
2. For the Soviets, the terms of the communiqué are less than they presumably wanted to achieve by their invasion; and the terms are certainly less than what Ulbricht would have wanted. The Soviets apparently hoped to avoid making of Czechoslovakia a military protectorate with quisling government and their calculation seemed to be that the existing Prague leadership would bend to all their wishes (including the firing of the most liberal leaders) once the Soviet army had marched in. This calculus misfired as leaders and people united to defy the invasion. This drove the Soviets to blacklist most of the liberal leadership; yet they could find no cast of characters for a leadership that could command even minimal authority in the country. The Moscow communiqué makes clear that the Soviets have had to swallow the bitter pill of once again working with leaders whose conduct they distrusted in the past, who attacked the Soviet invasion as illegal, and many of whom were branded as "right-wingers" in the Soviet press.

3. Like any compromise arrangement between contending parties, the Moscow communiqué is full of potential for new disagreement and friction. The Czech leaders, to reassure their people, will undoubtedly seek to maximize the freedoms they have retained and to demonstrate that the main lines of their action program are intact. The Soviets on the other hand will seek to ensure that the safeguards for their interests that were written into the communiqué will be effectively enforced according to Soviet interpretations. Thus the political imperatives and lines of the two sides will be in opposition on many particulars and even a continued presence of Soviet forces -- itself a constant source of friction and incidents despite the communiqué's proviso against interference in internal affairs -- is unlikely to ensure that Soviet views always prevail. Soviet-Czech bargaining and maneuvering will thus continue.

4. While the Soviet-Czech crisis has thus apparently moved again into an essentially political phase, the compromise that has been negotiated is highly tenuous. The Soviet leaders, although obviously by now a good distance away from Stalinist values and habits, continue to carry much Stalinist baggage. It is far from clear that a moment will not again come when the Czech experiment in civilized communism will seem so incompatible with their own interests as they see them that they will consider renewed recourse to force a lesser evil or even the only alternative. Unquote
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